
(April 2013 newsletter) 

Your Feedback on Fellowship with Food   
 
Thanks to all who responded to the February survey and gave your comments. We 

promised you would hear the results. There were 67 responses representing 118 individuals 
who participate in a wide range of food related activities from Brunch to Special occasions and 
all in between. At least 75% have no special dietary requirements.  Those with special 
requirements overwhelmingly said they would be willing to assure their needs will be met by 
making reservations 3 days in advance for brunch or other meals.  Tasty recipes, quality 
ingredients and menus offered are among the strongest reasons to participate in brunch.  
Ethnic menus were often mentioned as a favorite meal. Christmas and Thanksgiving dinners are 
appreciated especially for the fellowship.  Yes, there is interest in attending fee-based cooking 
classes: cooking for a crowd, breads, soups, cooking with kids, cooking for kids, and some other 
interests.   

 

How do we UUCD folks feel about paying for brunch?  4 out of 5 answered this question.  
Most (78%) favor the current method of freewill donation with suggested amounts.  Two 
respondents preferred a Set Amount; 10 preferred freewill donation with no suggested 
amount.  Many offered comments:  Some feel that an unattended basket would be more 
appropriate. Others expressed personal discomfort with having someone collecting the 
donations.  A few expressed the need to assure that ALL are welcome.  One suggested offering 
books of prepaid coupons; another disclosed the practice of buying brunch for others who 
might not otherwise participate. 

 

You can help spread the word that all are welcome.  Encourage anyone to come to 

brunch with an empty pocket or just $1.  This happens at almost every brunch.  Sometimes an 

IOU is proffered – always on the honor system to pay later.  “Pay as you are able” is the 

guideline for brunches. It works, so far, because many people are able and willing to pay at the 

high end of the suggested range.  This generosity covers the direct cost of food, the utilities, the 

expenses to maintain equipment and facilities, and a small stipend to key people who spend 

many hours to prepare food and to restore the kitchen to “ready for next user” condition.  In 

addition there are volunteer teams for every brunch.   Many comments in the survey expressed 

satisfaction and gratitude for food and fellowship, and the people who do the planning, 

preparing, and clean-up. 

 

 


